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Abstract. Flow balance and homogeneity assump-
tions are needed to derive operational counterparts
of MIMI! queue length and response lime formulas.
This paper presents relationships between the
assumption errors and the errors in the queue length
and response time estimates. A. simpler seL of
assumption error measures is used Lo derive bounds
on the error in the response time estimate.
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and R ~ S
l-U
are exact for flow balanced behavior sequences of single server queues in which arrivals
and services are homogeneous [1,2,3,4]. These formulas are only estimates of the true
values when applied to behavior sequences that do not satisfy the assumpLions. Our
goal in this paper is to show the relationship between errors in the assumptions and
errors in the estimates of nand R. We will derive expressions for the exact error and















































Lens Lit of observullon period
Number in system ul time'
Maximum number observed in system, ~n(t)~N
Number of arrivals observing n(t)=n i A(N)=O
Total number of arrivals
Number of completions when n (t)=n; C(O)=O
ToluI number of compleUons
N
Total time during which n(t)=n (T'" l:; Ten»
n=O
Arriver's queue length distribution
MCilll queue length observed by arrivers
Outside observer's queue lCIIBth distribution
Meun out.side observer's queue ICrJ8Lh






Arrival rate conditioned on qucue lcngth
Service fWielion
Mean service time pcr completion
1. Measuring the Errors in Assumptions
Errors are measured as Weighted aggregates of relative errors. Following stan-
dard practice in statistical estimation, we define relative error with respect to the
assumed value rather than Lhe actual value. In this seclion we define the error meas·
ures uscd in the next sec lion La characteri'L.c Lhe error in response time cstimaLes.
r'.;
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Our analysis rests on the assumptions summarized in Table II. Flaw balance (FE)
asserts that as many jobs finish as arrive; this implies that A =C and A (n) = C(n +1) for
O'5.n<N. The error, eB. is measured as the difference between arrivals and completions
relative to completions.
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GAl = E np(n)n (.l.
11=1 a
Homogeneous arrivals (HAZ) )..(71.) =;X, OSnsN BA2 = f np (n) ""(,,,n,,)-,,",-
n=1 A
Homogeneous services (BS) asserts that the service function, Sen), is a constant,
S. for a s; n s; N. The constant is chosen so that the law S = ~/(n) C(;) is
satisfied. The error, es, is measured, by analogy wilh this law, as the weighted relative
deviation of the actual from the assumed value. The weight, however, is o.lso propor-
lionalto n because errors are more important at longer queue lengths.
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Homogeneous arrivals (HA) asserts that the arrival rate, A(n), is a constant for
OSn <N. Version HAl asswnes the constant is a, the arrival rate restricted to intervals
when the queue is nonfull-- i.e., when arrivals are actually observed. The constant a is
N-'
chosen so that the law A = L: i\(n)p (n) is satisfied. Version HA2 assumes the con-
n=O
stant is i\, the overall arrival rate, and that i\(N)=i\. Because our definitions ensure
that A(N) = O. no emite behavior sequence of a real queueing system can saLisfy HA2.
HA2 is interesting because it is simpler in Corm than HAl and because we can charac-
Lcrize Lhe error in an analysis depending on it.
There is nothing in these assumptions that requires the queue to be a single
server. Only fOl' a single-server queue, however, will S be the mean inLrlnsic service
requirement of jobs.




a r A ]:;;-[eA' -Np(N) +n(1-;;:-)






Although there are infinitely many flow balanced behavior sequences that satisfy
the homogeneity assumptions HAl and HA2, these assumptions strongly constrain the
form of the data that may be observed. Consider a behavior sequence in which X(n)=a













T(n) A(O)S(.S)"-l n=O, ... ,N (1.2)
In other words. a behavior sequence satisfies HAl and HS if and only if the values
!A(n), C(n), T(n)j are geometric series·t
t Given II lable of volucs, one can construct II behavior sequence by tiers from level N down-
ward. (Assume n(O)=n(T)=O.) The i Lh lier consi~ts of 0 sequence whose datu Ilrc
IA(n). C(n), T(n) I n:2:N-i+ll. This tier includes arriva]und completion events acting us
"stubs" eonneeLed to level n=N-i. 1'hc i_l'l tier is c;l[pllllded os follows: thc C(N-i) com-
pletions are distributed arbitrarily amona the sLubs, with olle compleLion aL the rightmost
sLub; arrivnls are Illso distributed so that each completion maLches u prcvious arrival, with
one arrival 0.1. the leftmosL sLub; fmully, nonzero inLervals arc iImcrLcu beLween arrivals und
completions to consume ull of T(N-i). This process slorts with i=O lilld Il siI181e, empty
stub. Il terminales wilh i=N und Q behavior sequence whose data match lhose Biven.
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2. Estimates of Response Time
We will extend derivations from [2.3} for R and nil to show the propagation of error
from each homogeneity assumption. The error from the ftow balance assumption can
be tracked by noting C(n) =A(n-l) + den), where
d(n) = (~::
o.
n(O) < n50 n(T)




If fiow is balanced, d (n) =0 for all n. We will need the value of the expression
f n d~) in the following analysis. Using the identities t k = K(K+l)/2 and
n=l k=1






where CB is the flow balance error (Table lJ).
2.1 Homogeneous Services
The homogeneous services (HS) asswnption asserts that Sen) = S forn = 1, ....N.
This assumplion leads Lo a simple rclaLion between the response time, R, and the mean
queue length seen by arrlvers, nil. The response Lime satisfies the identity
R = f nS(n)~
n=l C
By adding and subtracting terms. this can be expanded to
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The first two summations evaluate to (nA+l)(l+en). The value of the third sum is given
by Equation 2.1. The fourth sum is 8S, the error in the HS assumption (Table II). Col~
lecting these terms we obtain
The terms in braces are the error terms. which vanish for behavior sequences that
(2.2)
satisfy assumptions FB and HS. That is. R ::: S (nA + 1) if flow is balanced and services
are homogeneous.
2.2 Homogeneous Arrivals
The homogeneous arrival assumptions (HAl and HA2) lead to simple relations
between the arriver's mean queue length, nA, and the outside observers mean queue
length, n. Appling the lawPA(n) = p(n)>..(n)/ A to the definition of nA gives
1'-1 A(~ \
nA ::: E np(n)~
n=l n
By adding and subtracting terms, this can be expanded to
a N-I a N-l A(n)-a
n. = - 2; np(n) + - 2; np(n)
1\ 11=1 1\ 11=1 a
(2.3)
The ilrst sum evaluates to ~ (n-Np(N)). The second sum is ~ eAI' where eAt is thc
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HAl error measure (Table II). Note that V a. = l-p (N). CoHC!cting these terms, we
obtain
= ii - Np(N)
nA l-p(N) e" )l-p(N) (2.4)
The error term, in braces, vanishes when HAl is satisfled.
The upper limit of summation in Equation 2.3 can be extended to N since
A(N) = O. Equation 2.3 cnn then be expanded to
N N I.(n)-I.
nA = L: np(n) + L: np(n) ~
n=l n=l
The first sum is the definition of n; the second is the definition of l:?A2 (Table II). Thus,
(2.5)
Equation 2.5 shows that the HA2 assumption allows us to approximate nA by it. But,
because HA2 can never be satisfied exacLly, nA would never be exactly equal to n.
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2.3 Error Formulas
Table 1II gives two formulas for estimating mean response time corresponding to
the two arrival assumptions. together with relative errors. For a formula R =expr I the
relative error is R - e::pr . The bottom half of the table displays the simpler formulas
orpr
that hold when flow is balanced.
TABLE Ill. ERRORS OF RESPONSE TIME ESTIMATES
Estimator Relative Error
[HA I] R= s I-p(N) [IlAI (- 1n(O)+n(T)+l) ]
I U p(N)(l-(N+l)P(N» l-(N+l)p(N) 1 peN) + liS + nA+ - 2 SB
[HA2] S
_ n(O)+n(T)+1
R = l-U (,lA2 + liS + (nA + 1 - 2 ) UD
For flow balance (en = 0):
S r '" I[HAl] R= l-p(N) II U p(N) (1-(N+I)p(N» I (N+l)p(N) 1 peN) +ss
[HA2] R =.L- eA2 + IlsI-U
The error for the response time formula relying on HAl is derived as follows. If




+ E2 (as in Equation 2.4),
Now, Sn ;:: SAR = UR by Little's law and Lhe ulHizulion law. Making this substitution
R = .,..--"8'7"':;-;-+ 8 (1 -(N +1)P (N ))





= S )) [ 1--p (N) ( ) )R 1 U--p(N) (1-(N+1)p(N + 1 U--p(N) " + S., (2.6)
The term in braces is the absolute error. On dividing the absolute error by the formula
for H, we obtain the relative error
1--p(N) [ " ]
1-(N+1)p(N) S+"
The Cormula in Table 1II results when eland &"2 arc substituted from Equations 2.2 and
2.4. respeclively.
The error for the response lime formula relying on HA2 is derived as follows. If
R = S(nA +1) + &"1 (as in Equation 2.2) and nJi =n + &"3 (as in Equation 2.5). then
R = Sri +8 +lel+Sc3f
Using Sii = VR and solving for R.
R = ~+
1-U
[;, + S &":J
1 U (2.7)
Dividing the error term by the formula for R, we obtain the relative error
"-+'3S
SUbstituting the errors from Equations 2.2 and 2.5, respectively, this reduces to the
form shown in Table Ill. .-,
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Formulas Cor n arc obtained from Little's law. n =AR. The relative errors in these
estimates are the same as in the estimates [or R.
2.4 Discussion
The formulas in Table 1II express the relative errors in the response time esti~
mates in terms of the assumption errors and the quantities N,p(N), nCO), neT), and
nA' Although the definitions insure that p (N) is never identically 0, p (N) muy be negli-
gible for many behavior sequences. As p (N) approaches 0, assumptions HAl and HAZ
become identical. The two estimates and their errors also become identical.
The denominators Df both the HAl esLimate and its absolute error (from Equation
2.6) are zero when U = 1-p(N). The same is true of the HA2 estimate and its absolute
error (from Equation 2.7) when U = 1. It has been shown [3] that when U = I-p (N)
and asswnptions HAl. HS, and FB are satisfied. thenp (n) = 11 (N +1) for n = O, ... ,N
and R = SNI2U.t On the other hand. when U = I and assumptions HA2, HS, and I~B
are satisfied. the p (n) and R are undefined.
The behavlor of the relative errors in these special cases is more subtile than the
formulas in Table III suggest. Consider the estimate for R under assumptions FB and




is exact [or aU U 'F- 1. As U approaches 1. SI (I-V) approaches +0:>. But. because the
t Equation 1.2 implies pen) '" (l-aS)(Il.s)"/(l-(aS)N+l). In this CllSC, the limit of pen) is




response time is always bounded (0 S' R s; NT/C). the quantity eAl:!+eS must approach
_e<>, In other words, the assumption errors are likely Lo be unbounded as U approaches
1. causing the relative error in the estimates to be unbounded.
Because the HA2 assumption requires that A(N)'I'O, the HA2 estimate contains an
irremovable error. The only observable constant arrival function is >.(n)=a for
a S' n < N. in which case Equation 1.1 shows that eAE ;:: -(N -n)p (n)/ (l-p (N». This
would be the relative error in the HA2 estimate for a flow balanced behavior sequence
satisfying }JAl and HS.
3. Response Time Error Bounds
The error measures in Table II allow an exact formulation of the errors in the
response time estimates. Unfortunately, the computation of these error mensures
requires detailed knowledge of the arrival function, the service function, and the
overall qucueing distribution. In this section, we use a simpler set of error measures to
derive bounds on the errors in the response time estimates.
3.1 Alternate Error Measures
Tablc IV shows a dilTerent sct of error measures for Lhe four assumptions. The
quantities Es, EAh and Ell? are the maximum relative errors between the actual value
of Lhe [unction (service or arrival) and the assumed eonstanL value. Unlike the error
measures of the previous section. those in Table IV do not reneet the individual errors
at eaeh queue length: they can only lead to bounds on the errors in the response time
estimates. ....-.
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Table V shows the relations between the error measurcs of the prcvious section
and the crror measurcs of Table N. Thesc relations are derived by taking magnitudes
of the measures in Table II. applying the triangle inequality, and expressing the results
in terms of the Table IV measures. These relations then give bounds on the magnitudes
of the error formulas in Table Ill. Table VI summarizes these bounds. As before, rela-
tive error is defined with respect to the estimaLed value.
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E Io2 I'(n)-' I= JrniJ.lN A
The formulas in Table Vl can also be derived by a method similar to Kowalk's [5],
which annotates each sLep of a derivation wiLh a bound on the error presenL at that
step. Because the algebra is similar to that appearing in the derivations for exact
errors (Table III), we did not use Kowalk's approach in writing this paper. We have, how-
ever, verified that his approach leads Lo the same results.
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TABLE Y. RELATIONS BETWEEN ERROR MEASURES
IIlA~I:> E/'2(ii"-Np(N» + Np(N)
TABLE VJ. RESPONSE TIME ERROR BOUNDS
Estimator Relative Error Bound
[ • ] S ( ) (») I l-p(N) I[n-NP(N) -H,,] R = 1 [J peN) 1-(N+l]J 11' l-(N+l)p(N) EAI I-p(N) + ES(nA+l)
[HA2J R = ~U
1-
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3.2 An Empirical Study
To assess the differences between the exact errors and the error bounds, we con-
dueted a small simulation study of behavior sequences of MIMll ensembles.
Ten flow balanced behavior sequences consisting of 2000 arrivals/completions
were randomly generaled. Interarrival times WC1'C drawn from an exponential disLribu-
lion having mean 1.0; service times were drawn Crom an exponential distribution hav-
ing means ranging from 0.1 to 0.95. This produced behavior sequences with a wide
range of utilizations.
For each behavior sequence, all quantities needed to compute the response time
estimates and their error bounds were measured. For each estimator, the actual rcla-
live error and its bound were computed. Table VII summarizes the results; eaeh row
represents a single behavior sequence. These data confirm the tendency for the
assumption errors and result errors to grow in magnitude as U approaches 1.
Because the values ofp (N) were always less than 0.001 in our experiments. the
two estimators were similar. (We did noL sludy behavior sequences in whichp(N) is
significant, for example. the boltleneek of a closed system.) While the actual errors in
lhe estimates were mostly under 5% and always less Lhan 3'7%, Lhe error bounds were
20·100 (or morc) limes the magnitudes of the acLual errors. Error bounds dcnoling;
100% eonfldence inLervals around the estimated value of it may be too loose for prac.:li-
cal application of error analysis.
, ,
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TABLE VlI. SIMULATION RESULTS
A=m lion Errors HAl Estimate HA2 Estimate
U 's '" '" Es EIlI E A2 error bound error bound
.10] .003 .012 .011 .1I5 1.036 1.038 .015 .247 .015 .247
.206 .020 .009 .007 .513 .:)13 .513 .D20 .71H .027 .792
.301 .003 .014 .013 .208 .090 .006 ,017 .606 .010 .607
.38e .024 -.020 ~.O30 .283 .700 .700 -.000 .'94 -.007 .80il
.517 .ooe -,012 -.015 .519 .740 .740 -.003 1.804 -.000 Ul61
.601 -.005 -.044 ~.O45 .717 .204 .264 -.050 2.091 -.051 2.000
.690 .157 .030 .032 .694 .623 .023 .194 4.3'77 .189 4.301
.835 -.012 .000 .035 1.010 18.627 10.642 .O:JO 105.420 .027 IOa.D05
.B03 -.231:1 .133 .112 .583 .741 .742 -.100 9.034 -.121 0.460
.97tl -.150 ·.2W -.224 .723 1.120 1.120 -.300 52.401 -.370 52.007
4. Conclusions
This paper illustrates an oparational sensitivity analysis - the evaluation of the
error between the value of the response time estimated from a formula such as
R =S / (1-V) (using observed values of S and V) and the actual value of response
time Obsel"Ved in a given behaVior sequence. The error analysis verifies thaL response
Lime estimaLes tend to be less reliable for heo.vily·uLilized sysLems Lho.n for IighUr
loaded ones. The error analysis shows Lhat the value of F (N) is unimporLanL in 0.




Several additional research directions are apparent. One is to extend this analysis
for the response time formula to M/G/l systems. Kowalk has worked out error bOlUlds
for this case [5] and we have sketched out an exact analysis [4].
Another direction is to generalize the confidence interval analysis to deal with this
form of question: "Suppose E(e I •... ,8,1;) is the result error when the errors of the k
assumptions are el" .. ,SkI and suppose a fractionp of behavior sequences have
assumption error ~ Ct. for aU i: whaL is the largest fraction q of behavior sequences
having result error S E(e I •... I ek)?" If the k assumptions arc independent, q =pk.
In general. however, errors of dillerenl assumptions may be correlated. This queslion
requires a careful analysis. It could circumvent the dilIiculty, noted in the empirical
study, that the p ;;; 100% error bounds are too loose, by giving much tighter bounds for
large subsets of behavior sequences.
A final direction is the error analysis of performance metrics for closed systems.
In closed queueing networks, Cor examplc, errors in estimates of mean service times
are attenuated as they propagate to standard metrics [6,7]. It remains to investigate
whether more primitive assumptions, such as network homogeneity [3.8], are similarly
attenuated.
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